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Abstract: Finite-dimensional linear programs satisfy strong duality (SD) and have the “dual8

pricing” (DP) property. The (DP) property ensures that, given a sufficiently small perturbation of9

the right-hand-side vector, there exists a dual solution that correctly “prices” the perturbation by10

computing the exact change in the optimal objective function value. These properties may fail in11

semi-infinite linear programming where the constraint vector space is infinite dimensional. Unlike12

the finite-dimensional case, in semi-infinite linear programs the constraint vector space is a modeling13

choice. We show that, for a sufficiently restricted vector space, both (SD) and (DP) always hold,14

at the cost of restricting the perturbations to that space. The main goal of the paper is to extend15

this restricted space to the largest possible constraint space where (SD) and (DP) hold. Once (SD)16

or (DP) fail for a given constraint space, then these conditions fail for all larger constraint spaces.17

We give sufficient conditions for when (SD) and (DP) hold in an extended constraint space. Our18

results require the use of linear functionals that are singular or purely finitely additive and thus not19

representable as finite support vectors. We use the extension of the Fourier-Motzkin elimination20

procedure to semi-infinite linear systems to understand these linear functionals.21

Keywords. semi-infinite linear programming, duality, sensitivity analysis22

1 Introduction23

In this paper we examine how two standard properties of finite-dimensional linear programming,24

strong duality and sensitivity analysis, carry over to semi-infinite linear programs (SILPs). Our25
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standard form for a semi-infinite linear program is26

OV (b) := inf
n∑
k=1

ckxk (SILP)

s.t.
n∑
k=1

ak(i)xk ≥ b(i) for i ∈ I,

where ak : I → R for all k = 1, . . . , n and b : I → R are real-valued functions on the (poten-27

tially infinite cardinality) index set I. The “columns” ak define a linear map A : Rn → Y with28

A(x) = (
∑n

k=1 a
k(i)xk : i ∈ I) where Y is a linear subspace of RI , the space of all real-valued29

functions on the index set I. The vector space Y is called the constraint space of (SILP). This ter-30

minology follows Chapter 2 of Anderson and Nash [2]. Goberna and López [13] call Y the “space of31

parameters.” Finite linear programming problem is a special case of (SILP) where I = {1, . . . ,m}32

and Y = Rm for a finite natural number m.33

As shown in Chapter 4 of Anderson and Nash [2], the dual of (SILP) with constraint space Y34

is35

sup ψ(b)
s.t. ψ(ak) = ck for k = 1, . . . , n

ψ �Y ′+ 0,
(DSILP(Y ))

where ψ : Y → R is a linear functional in the algebraic dual space Y ′ of Y and �Y ′+ denotes an36

ordering of linear functionals induced by the cone37

Y ′+ :=
{
ψ : Y → R | ψ(y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ Y ∩ RI+

}
,

where RI+ is the set of all nonnegative real-valued functions with domain I. The familiar finite-38

dimensional linear programming dual has solutions ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψm) where ψ(y) =
∑m

i=1 yiψi for39

all nonnegative y ∈ Rm. Equivalently, ψ ∈ Rm+ . Note the standard abuse of notation of letting ψ40

denote both a linear functional and the real vector that represents it.41

In general, working with algebraic duals is intractable. In this paper we describe sufficiently-42

structured constraint spaces that allow for well-behaved algebraic duals. Our primary focus is on43

two desirable properties for the primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) when both the primal and44

dual are feasible (and hence the primal has bounded objective value). The first property is strong45

duality (SD). The primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) satisfies the strong duality (SD) property46

if47

(SD): there exists a ψ∗ ∈ Y ′+ such that48

ψ∗(ak) = ck for k = 1, 2, . . . n and ψ∗(b) = OV (b), (1.1)

where OV (b) is the optimal value of the primal (SILP) with right-hand-side b.49

The second property of interest concerns use of dual solutions in sensitivity analysis. The50

primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) satisfies the dual pricing (DP) property if51

(DP): For every perturbation vector d ∈ Y such that (SILP) is feasible for right-hand-side52

b+ d, there exists an optimal dual solution ψ∗d to (DSILP(Y )) and an ε̂ > 0 such that53

OV (b+ εd) = ψ∗(b+ εd) = OV (b) + εψ∗d(d) (1.2)

for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂].54
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The terminology “dual pricing” refers to the fact that the appropriately chosen optimal dual solution55

ψ∗ correctly “prices” the impact of changes in the right-hand on the optimal primal objective value.56

Finite-dimensional linear programs always satisfy (SD) and (DP) when the primal is bounded.57

Define the vector space58

U := span(a1, . . . , an, b). (1.3)

This is the minimum constraint space of interest since the dual problem (DSILP(Y )) requires the59

linear functionals defined on Y to operate on a1, . . . , an, b. If I is a finite set, i.e., if we consider60

finite dimensional LPs, and (SILP) is feasible and bounded, then there exists a ψ∗ ∈ U ′+ such61

that (1.1) and (1.2) is satisfied. Furthermore, optimal dual solutions ψ∗ that satisfy (SD) and (DP)62

are vectors in Rm. That is, we can take ψ∗ = (ψ∗1, . . . , ψ
∗
m). Thus ψ∗ is not only a linear functional63

over U, but it is also a linear functional over Rm. The fact that ψ∗ is a linear functional for both64

Y = U and Y = Rm is obvious in the finite case and taken for granted.65

The situation in semi-infinite linear programs is far more complicated and interesting. In66

general, a primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) can fail both (SD) and (DP). Properties (SD) and67

(DP) depend crucially on the choice of constraint space Y and its associated dual space. Unlike68

finite linear programs where there is only one natural choice for the constraint space (namely Rm),69

there are multiple viable nonisomorphic choices for an SILP. This makes constraint space choice a70

core modeling issue in semi-infinite linear programming. However, one of our main results is that71

(SD) and (DP) always hold with constraint space U . Under this choice, DSILP(U) has a unique72

optimal dual solution ψ∗ we call the base dual solution of (SILP) – see Theorem 4.1. Throughout73

the paper, the linear functionals that are feasible to (DSILP(Y )) are called dual solutions.74

The base dual solution satisfies (1.2) for every choice of d ∈ U . However, this space greatly75

restricts the choice of perturbation vectors d. Expanding U to a larger space Y (note that Y must76

contain U for (DSILP(Y )) to be a valid dual) can compromise (SD) and (DP). We give concrete77

examples where (SD), (DP) (or both) hold and do not hold.78

The main tool used to prove (SD) and (DP) for U , and extend U to larger constraints spaces79

is the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure for semi-infinite linear programs introduced in Basu80

et al. [4] and further analyzed by Kortanek and Zhang [21]. Goberna et al. [11] also applied81

Fourier-Motzkin elimination to semi-infinite linear systems. We define a linear operator called82

the Fourier-Motzkin operator that is used to map the constraint space U onto another constraint83

space. A linear functional is then defined on this new constraint space. Under certain conditions,84

this linear functional is then extended using the Hahn-Banach or Krein-Rutman theorems to a85

larger vector space that contains the new constraint space. Then, using the adjoint of the Fourier-86

Motzkin operator, we get a linear functional on constraint spaces larger than U where properties87

(SD) and (DP) hold. Although the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure described in Basu et al.88

[4] was used to study the finite support (or Haar) dual of an (SILP), this procedure provides insight89

into more general duals. The more general duals require the use of purely finitely additive linear90

functionals (often called singular) and these are known to be difficult to work with (see Ponstein,91

[23]). However, the Fourier-Motzkin operator allows us to work with such functionals.92

Our Results. Section 2 contains preliminary results on constraint spaces and their duals. In93

Section 3 we recall some key results about the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure from Basu94

et. al. [4] and also state and prove several additional lemmas that elucidate further insights into95

non-finite-support duals. Here we define the Fourier-Motzkin operator, which plays a key role in96
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our development. In Section 4 we prove (SD) and (DP) for the constraint space Y = U. This is97

done in Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, respectively.98

In Section 5 we prove (SD) and (DP) for subspaces Y ⊆ RI that extend U. In Proposition 5.299

we show that once (SD) or (DP) fail for a constraint space Y , then they fail for all larger constraint100

spaces. Therefore, we want to extend the base dual solution and push out from U as far as possible101

until we encounter a constraint space for which (SD) or (DP) fail. Sufficient conditions on the102

original data are provided that guarantee (SD) and (DP) hold in larger constraint spaces. See103

Theorems 5.5 and 5.13.104

Comparison with prior work. Our work can be contrasted with existing work on strong duality105

and sensitivity analysis in semi-infinite linear programs along several directions. First, the majority106

of work in semi-infinite linear programming assumes either the Haar dual or settings where b and107

ak for all k are continuous functions over a compact index set (see for instance Anderson and Nash108

[2], Glashoff and Gustavson [9], Hettich and Kortanek [16], and Shapiro [24]). The classical theory,109

initiated by Haar [15], gave sufficient conditions for zero duality gap between the primal and the110

Haar dual. A sequence of papers by Charnes et al. [5, 6] and Duffin and Karlovitz [7]) fixed errors111

in Haar’s original strong duality proof and described how a semi-infinite linear program with a112

duality gap could be reformulated to have zero duality gap with the Haar dual. Glashoff in [8] also113

worked with a dual similar to the Haar dual. The Haar dual was also used during later development114

in the 1980s (in a series of papers by Karney [18, 19, 20]) and remains the predominant setting115

for analysis in more recent work by Goberna and co-authors (see for instance, [10], [12] and [13]).116

By contrast, our work considers a wider spectrum of constraint spaces from U to RI and their117

associated algebraic duals. All such algebraic duals include the Haar dual (when restricted to the118

given constraint space), but also additional linear functionals. In particular, our theory handles119

settings where the index set is not compact, such as N.120

We do more than simply extend the Haar dual. Our work has a different focus and raises and121

answers questions not previously studied in the existing literature. We explore how changing the122

constraint space (and hence the dual) effects duality and sensitivity analysis. This emphasis forces123

us to consider optimal dual solutions that are not finite support. Indeed, we provide examples124

where the finite support dual fails to satisfy (SD) but another choice of dual does satisfy (SD). In125

this direction, we extend our earlier work in [3] on the sufficiency of finite support duals to study126

semi-infinite linear programming through our use of the Fourier-Motzkin elimination technology.127

Second, our treatment of sensitivity analysis through exploration of the (DP) condition rep-128

resents a different standard than the existing literature on that topic, which recently culminated129

in the monograph by Goberna and López [13]. In (DP) we allow a different dual solution in each130

perturbation direction d. The standard in Goberna and López [10] and Goberna et al. [14] is that131

a single dual solution is valid for all feasible perturbations. This more exacting standard translates132

into strict sufficient conditions, including the existence of a primal optimal solution. By focusing on133

the weaker (DP), we are able to drop the requirement of primal solvability. Indeed, Example 5.17134

shows that (DP) holds even though a primal optimal solutions does not exist. Moreover, the suffi-135

cient conditions for sensitivity analysis in Goberna and López [10] and Goberna et al. [14] rule out136

the possibility of dual solutions that are not finite support yet nonetheless satisfy their standard137

of sensitivity analysis. Example 5.17 also provides one such case, where we show that there is a138

single optimal dual solution that satisfies (1.2) for all feasible perturbations d and yet is not finite139

support.140
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Third, the analytical approach to sensitivity analysis in Goberna and López [13] is grounded in141

convex-analytic methods that focus on topological properties of cones and epigraphs, whereas our142

approach uses Fourier-Motzkin elimination, an algebraic tool that appeared in the study of semi-143

infinite linear programming duality in Basu et al. [4] and later discussed in Kortanek and Zhang144

[21]. Earlier work by Goberna et al. [11] discussed Fourier-Motzkin elimination for semi-infinite145

linear systems but did not explore its implications for duality.146

2 Preliminaries147

In this section we review the notation, terminology and properties of relevant constraint spaces and148

their algebraic duals used throughout the paper.149

First some basic notation and terminology. The algebraic dual Y ′ of the vector space Y is150

the set of real-valued linear functionals with domain Y . Let ψ ∈ Y ′. The evaluation of ψ at y is151

alternately denoted by 〈y, ψ〉 or ψ(y), depending on the context. A convex pointed cone P in Y152

defines a vector space ordering �P of Y , with y �P y′ if y − y′ ∈ P . The algebraic dual cone of153

P is P ′ = {ψ ∈ Y ′ : ψ(y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ P}. Elements of P ′ are called positive linear functionals154

on Y (see for instance, page 17 of Holmes [17]). Let A : X → Y be a linear mapping from vector155

space X to vector space Y . The algebraic adjoint A′ : Y ′ → X ′ is a linear operator defined by156

A′(ψ) = ψ ◦A where ψ ∈ Y ′.157

We discuss some possibilities for the constraint space Y in (DSILP(Y )). A well-studied case158

is Y = RI . Here, the structure of (DSILP(Y )) is complex since very little is known about the159

algebraic dual of RI for general I. Researchers typically study an alternate dual called the finite160

support dual. We denote the finite support dual of (SILP) by161

sup
∑m

i=1 ψ(i)b(i)
s.t.

∑m
i=1 a

k(i)ψ(i) = ck for k = 1, . . . , n

ψ ∈ R(I)
+ ,

(FDSILP)

where R(I) consists of those functions in ψ ∈ RI with ψ(i) 6= 0 for only finitely many i ∈ I and R(I)
+162

consists of those elements ψ ∈ R(I) where ψ(i) ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I. A finite support element of RI163

always represents a linear functional on any vector space Y ⊆ RI . Therefore the finite support dual164

linear functionals feasible to (FDSILP) are feasible to (DSILP(Y )) for any constraint space Y ⊆ RI165

that contains the space U = span(a1, . . . , an, b). This implies that the optimal value of (FDSILP)166

is always less than or equal to the optimal value of (DSILP(Y )) for all valid constraint spaces Y .167

It was shown in Basu et al. [3] that (FDSILP) and (DSILP(Y )) for Y = RN are equivalent. In168

this case (FDSILP) is indeed the algebraic dual of (SILP) and so (FDSILP) and DSILP(RN) are169

equivalent. This is not the necessarily the case for Y = RI with I 6= N.170

Choices for Y include the various subspaces of RI (including RI itself). When I = N we pay171

particular attention to the spaces `p for 1 ≤ p < ∞. The space `p consist of all elements y ∈ RN
172

where ||y||p = (
∑

i∈N |y(i)|p)1/p <∞. When p =∞ we allow I to be uncountable and define `∞(I)173

to be the subspace of all y ∈ RI such that ||y||∞ = supi∈I |y(i)| <∞. We also work with the space174

c consisting of all y ∈ RN where {y(i)}i∈N is a convergent sequence and the space c0 of all sequences175

convergent to 0.176

The spaces c and `p for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ defined above have special structure that is often used177

in examples in this paper. First, these spaces are Banach sublattices of RN (or RI in the case of178
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`∞(I)) (see Chapter 9 of [1] for a precise definition). If Y is a Banach lattice, then the positive179

linear functionals in the algebraic dual Y ′ correspond exactly to the positive linear functionals that180

are continuous in the norm topology on Y that is used to define the Banach lattice. This follows181

from (a) Theorem 9.11 in Aliprantis and Border [1], which shows that the norm dual Y ∗ and the182

order dual Y ∼ are equivalent in a Banach lattice and (b) Proposition 2.4 in Martin et al. [22]183

that shows that the set of positive linear functionals in the algebraic dual and the positive linear184

functionals in the order dual are identical. This allows us to define DSILP(c)) and DSILP(`p))185

using the norm dual of c and `p, respectively.186

For the constraint space Y = c the linear functionals in its norm dual are characterized by187

ψw⊕r(y) =

∞∑
i=1

wiyi + ry∞ (2.1)

for all y ∈ c where w ⊕ r belong to `1 ⊕ R and y∞ = limi→∞ yi ∈ R. See Theorem 16.14 in188

Aliprantis and Border [1] for details. This implies the positive linear functionals for (DSILP(c)) are189

isomorphic to vectors w ⊕ r ∈ (`1)+ ⊕ R+. For obvious reasons, we call the linear functional ψ0⊕1190

where ψ0⊕1(y) = y∞ the limit functional.191

When 1 ≤ p < ∞, the linear functionals in the norm dual are represented by sequences in the192

conjugate space `q with 1/p+ 1/q = 1. For p =∞ and I = N, the linear functionals ψ in the norm193

dual of `∞(N) can be expressed as ψ = `1⊕`d1 where `d1 is the disjoint complement of `1 and consists194

of all the singular linear functionals (see Chapter 8 of Aliprantis and Border [1] for a definition of195

singular functionals). By Theorem 16.31 in Aliprantis and Border [1], for every functional ψ ∈ `d1196

there exists some constant r ∈ R such that ψ(y) = r limi→∞ y(i) for y ∈ c.197

Remark 2.1. If there is a b such that −∞ < OV (b) < ∞, then OV (0) = 0. To see this, observe198

that when b = 0, x = 0 is a feasible solution to (SILP) with an objective value of 0 and this implies199

OV (0) ≤ 0. Now we show that OV (0) = 0. Suppose otherwise and OV (0) < 0. Then there exists a200

recession direction d with negative objective value. This violates the assumption that −∞ < OV (b)201

since the objective value can be driven to −∞ along the recession direction d from any feasible202

solution to (SILP) with a right hand side of b (such a solution exists since OV (b) <∞). /203

3 Fourier-Motzkin elimination and its connection to duality204

In this section we recall needed results from Basu et al. [4] on the Fourier-Motzkin elimination205

procedure for SILPs and the tight connection of this approach to the finite support dual. We206

also use the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure to derive new results that are applied to more207

general duals in later sections.208

To apply the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure we put (SILP) into the “standard” form209

inf z

s.t. z − c1x1 − c2x2 − · · · − cnxn ≥ 0 (3.1)

a1(i)x1 + a2(i)x2 + · · ·+ an(i)xn ≥ b(i) for i ∈ I. (3.2)
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The procedure takes (3.1)-(3.2) as input and outputs the system210

inf z

s.t. 0 ≥ b̃(h), h ∈ I1

ã`(h)x` + ã`+1(h)x`+1 + · · ·+ ãn(h)xn ≥ b̃(h), h ∈ I2

z ≥ b̃(h), h ∈ I3

ã`(h)x` + ã`+1(h)x`+1 + · · ·+ ãn(h)xn + z ≥ b̃(h), h ∈ I4,

(3.3)

where ` ≥ 2 and I1, I2, I3 and I4 are pairwise disjoint with I3 ∪ I4 6= ∅. Define H := I1 ∪ · · · ∪ I4.211

The procedure also provides a set of finite support functions {uh ∈ R(I)
+ : h ∈ H} (each uh is212

associated with a constraint in (3.3)) such that ãk(h) = 〈ak, uh〉 for ` ≤ k ≤ n and b̃(h) = 〈b, uh〉.213

Moreover, for every k = `, . . . , n, either ãk(h) ≥ 0 for all h ∈ I2 ∪ I4 or ãk(h) ≤ 0 for all h ∈ I2 ∪ I4.214

Further, for every h ∈ I2 ∪ I4,
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| > 0.215

Remark 3.1. A central fact behind the development in Basu et. al. [4] is that the feasible region216

of (3.3) is the projection of the feasible region of (3.1)-(3.2) onto the (z, x`, . . . , xn) variable space.217

See Theorem 2 in [4] and also Theorem 5 in [11]. In particular, this means that the original problem218

(SILP) has a feasible solution if and only if (3.3) has a feasible solution. /219

We illustrate this procedure on Example 3.2. In the example, we keep track of the finite support220

functions {uh : h ∈ H} by carrying along an arbitrary right hand side b, together with the actual221

right hand side.222

Example 3.2. Consider the following modification of Example 1 in Karney [18].223

inf x1

x1 ≥ −1
−x2 ≥ −1

−x3 ≥ −1
x1 +x2 ≥ 0
x1 −1

i x2 + 1
i2
x3 ≥ 0, i = 5, 6, . . . .

(3.4)

In this example I = N. First write the constraints of the problem in standard form224

z −x1 ≥ 0 b0
x1 ≥ −1 b1

−x2 ≥ −1 b2
−x3 ≥ −1 b3

x1 +x2 ≥ 0 b4
x1 −1

i x2 + 1
i2
x3 ≥ 0 bi, i = 5, 6, . . . ,

and eliminate x3 to yield (tracking the multipliers on the constraints to the right of each constraint)225

z −x1 ≥ 0 b0
x1 ≥ −1 b1

−x2 ≥ −1 b2
x1 +x2 ≥ 0 b4
x1 −1

i x2 ≥ − 1
i2

( 1
i2

)b3 + bi, i = 5, 6, . . . ,
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then x2 to give226

z −x1 ≥ 0 b0
x1 ≥ −1 b1
x1 ≥ −1 b2 + b4

(1+i)
i x1 ≥ − 1

i2
( 1
i2

)b3 + (1
i )b4 + bi, i = 5, 6, . . . ,

and finally x1 to give227

z ≥ −1 b0 + b1
z ≥ −1 b0 + b2 + b4
z ≥ −1

i(1+i) b0 + b3
i(1+i) + b4

(1+i) + ibi
(1+i) , i = 5, 6, . . . .

(3.5)

In this example, I1, I2 and I4 are empty sets, and the only nontrivial set is I3. /228

The Fourier-Motzkin operator. The Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure defines a linear229

operator called the Fourier-Motzkin operator and denoted FM : R{0}∪I → RH where230

FM(v) := (〈v, uh〉 : h ∈ H) for all v ∈ R{0}∪I . (3.6)

For instance, in Example 3.2, FM(v) is a vector with v0 + v1 as the first entry, v0 + v2 + v4 as the231

second entry, and v0 + v3
(i+2)(3+i) + v4

(3+i) + (i+2)vi+2

(3+i) as i-th entry for i ≥ 3.232

The linearity of FM is immediate from the linearity of 〈·, ·〉. Observe that FM is a pos-233

itive operator since uh are nonnegative vectors in RH . By construction, b̃ = FM(0, b) and234

ãk = FM((−ck, ak)) for k = 1, . . . , n. We also use the operator FM : RI → RH defined by235

FM(y) := FM((0, y)). (3.7)

In Example 3.2, FM(y) is a vector with y1 as the first entry, y2 + y4 as the second entry, and236

y3
(i+2)(3+i) + y4

(3+i) + (i+2)yi+2

(3+i) as i-th entry for i ≥ 3. Since FM is a positive linear operator, it is237

immediate that FM is also a positive linear operator.238

Remark 3.3. See the description of the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure in Basu et al. [4]239

and observe that the FM operator does not change if we change b in (SILP) (one can also see this240

in Example 3.2). In what follows we assume a fixed a1, . . . , an ∈ RI and c ∈ Rn and vary the right-241

hand-side b. This observation implies we have the same FM operator for all SILPs with different242

right-hand-sides y ∈ RI . In particular, the sets I1, . . . , I4 are the same for all right-hand-sides243

y ∈ RI . /244

The following basic lemma regarding the FM operator is used throughout the paper.245

Lemma 3.4. For all r ∈ R and y ∈ RI , FM((r, y))(h) = r + FM((0, y))(h) for all h ∈ I3 ∪ I4.246

Proof. By the linearity of the FM operator FM((r, y)) = rFM((1, 0, 0, . . . )) + FM((0, y)). If247

h ∈ I3∪I4 then FM((1, 0, 0, . . . ))(h) = 1 because (1, 0, 0, . . . ) corresponds to the z column in (3.1)-248

(3.2) and in (3.3), z has a coefficient of 1 for h ∈ I3 ∪ I4. Hence, for h ∈ I3 ∪ I4, FM((r, y))(h) =249

r + FM((0, y))(h).250
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Numerous properties of the primal-dual pair (SILP)–(FDSILP) are characterized in terms of the251

output system (3.3). The following functions play a key role in summarizing information encoded252

by this system.253

Definition 3.5. Given a y ∈ RI , define L(y) := limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) where ω(δ, y) := sup{ỹ(h) −254

δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}, where ỹ = FM(y). Define S(y) = suph∈I3 ỹ(h).255

For any fixed y ∈ RI , ω(δ, y) is a nonincreasing function in δ. A key connection between the256

primal problem and these functions is given in Theorem 3.6.257

Theorem 3.6 (Lemma 3 in Basu et al. [4]). If (SILP) is feasible then OV (b) = max{S(b), L(b)}.258

The following result describes useful properties of the functions L, S and OV that facilitate our259

approach to sensitivity analysis when perturbing the right-hand-side vector.260

Lemma 3.7. The set {y ∈ RI : OV (y) < ∞} is a cone and L(y), S(y), and OV (y) are sublinear261

functions over this set.262

Proof. If OV (y1) < ∞ with feasible solution x1, and OV (y2) < ∞ with feasible solution x2, then263

x1 +x2 is a feasible solution with right hand side y1 +y2, showing that OV (y1 +y2) <∞. Similarly,264

if OV (y) <∞ with feasible solution x and λ ≥ 0 is any nonnegative real value, then λx is a feasible265

solution for right hand side λy, showing that OV (λy) <∞. Note that Theorem 3.6 implies that if266

OV (y) <∞, then L(y) <∞ and S(y) <∞.267

We first show the sublinearity of L(y). For any y, w ∈ RI , denote ỹ = FM(y) and w̃ = FM(w).268

Thus FM(y +w) = FM(y) + FM(w) = ỹ + w̃ by the linearity of the FM operator. Observe that269

ω(δ, y + w) = sup{ỹ(h) + w̃(h)− δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}
= sup{(ỹ(h)− δ

2

∑n
k=` |ãk(h)|) + (w̃(h)− δ

2

∑n
k=` |ãk(h)|) : h ∈ I4}

≤ sup{(ỹ(h)− δ
2

∑n
k=` |ãk(h)|) : h ∈ I4}+ sup{(w̃(h)− δ

2

∑n
k=` |ãk(h)|) : h ∈ I4}

= ω( δ2 ; y) + ω( δ2 ;w).

Thus, L(y + w) = limδ→∞ ω(δ, y + w) ≤ limδ→∞ ω( δ2 ; y) + limδ→∞ ω( δ2 ;w) = limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) +270

limδ→∞ ω(δ, w) = L(y) + L(w). This establishes the subadditivity of L(y).271

Observe that for any λ > 0 and y ∈ RI , we have ω(δ, λy) = λω( δλ ; y) and therefore L(λy) =272

limδ→∞ ω(δ, λy) = limδ→∞ λω( δλ ; y) = λ limδ→∞ ω( δλ ; y) = λ limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) = λL(y). This estab-273

lishes the sublinearity of L(y).274

We now show the sublinearity of S(y). Given y, w ∈ RI ,275

S(y + w) = sup {ỹ(h) + w̃(h) : h ∈ I3}
≤ sup {ỹ(h) : h ∈ I3}+ sup {w̃(h) : h ∈ I3}
= S(y) + S(w).

For any λ > 0 we also have S(λy) = λS(y) by the definition of supremum. This establishes that276

S(y) is a sublinear function.277

Finally, since OV (y) < ∞ implies that OV (y) = max {L(y), S(y)} by Theorem 3.6, and L(y)278

and S(y) are sublinear functions over the set {y ∈ RI : OV (y) < ∞}, it is immediate that OV (y)279

is sublinear over the set {y ∈ RI : OV (y) <∞}.280
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The values S(b) and L(b) are used to characterize when (SILP)–(FDSILP) have zero duality281

gap.282

Theorem 3.8 (Theorem 13 in Basu et al. [4]). The optimal value of (SILP) is equal to the optimal283

value of (FDSILP) if and only if (i) (SILP) is feasible and (ii) S(b) ≥ L(b).284

The next lemma is useful in cases where L(b) > S(b) and hence (by Theorem 3.8) the finite285

support dual has a duality gap. A less general version of the result appeared as Lemma 7 in Basu286

et al. [4].287

Lemma 3.9. Suppose y ∈ RI and ỹ = FM(y). If {ỹ(hm)}m∈N is any convergent sequence with288

indices hm in I4 such that limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| → 0, then limm→∞ ỹ(hm) ≤ L(y). Furthermore,289

if L(y) is finite, there exists a sequence of distinct indices hm in I4 such that limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = L(y)290

and limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , n.291

Proof. We prove the first part of the Lemma. Let {ỹ(hm)}m∈N be a convergent sequence with292

indices hm in I4 such that limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| → 0. We show that limm→∞ ỹ(hm) ≤ L(y). If293

L(y) = ∞ the result is immediate. Next assume L(y) = −∞. Since limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| → 0,294

for every δ > 0, there exists Nδ ∈ N such that for all m ≥ Nδ,
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| < 1
δ . Then295

ω(δ, y) = sup{ỹ(h)− δ
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}

≥ sup{ỹ(hm)− δ
n∑
k=`

|ãk(hm)| : m ∈ N}

≥ sup{ỹ(hm)− δ
n∑
k=`

|ãk(hm)| : m ∈ N, m ≥ Nδ}

≥ sup{ỹ(hm)− δ(1

δ
) : m ∈ N, m ≥ Nδ}

= sup{ỹ(hm) : m ∈ N, m ≥ Nδ} − 1

≥ lim
m→∞

ỹ(hm)− 1.

Therefore, −∞ = L(y) = limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) ≥ limm→∞ ỹ(hm)−1 which implies limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = −∞.296

Now consider the case where {ỹ(hm)}m∈N is a convergent sequence and L(y) is finite. Therefore,297

if we can find a subsequence {ỹ(hmp)}p∈N of {ỹ(hm)}m∈N such that limp→∞ ỹ(hmp) ≤ L(y) it follows298

that limm→∞ ỹ(hm) ≤ L(y). Since limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) = L(y), there is a sequence (δp)p∈N such that299

δp ≥ 0 and ω(δp, y) < L(y) + 1
p for all p ∈ N. Moreover, limm→∞

∑n
k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0, implies that300

for every p ∈ N there is an mp ∈ N such that for all m ≥ mp, δp
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| < 1
p . Thus, one can301

extract a subsequence (hmp)p∈N of (hm)m∈N such that δp
∑n

k=` |ãk(hmp)| <
1
p for all p ∈ N. Then302

L(y)+
1

p
> ω(δp, y) = sup{ỹ(h)−δp

n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4} ≥ ỹ(hmp)−δp
n∑
k=`

|ãk(hmp)| > ỹ(hmp)−
1

p
.

Thus ỹ(hmp) < L(y) + 2
p which implies limp→∞ ỹ(hmp) ≤ L(y).303

Now show the second part of the Lemma that if L(y) is finite, then there exists a sequence304

of distinct indices hm in I4 such that limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = L(y) and limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0. By305
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hypothesis, limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) = L(y) > −∞ so I4 cannot be empty. Since ω(δ, y) is a nonincreasing306

function of δ, ω(δ, y) ≥ L(y) for all δ. Therefore, L(y) ≤ sup{ỹ(h) − δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4} for307

every δ. Define Ī := {h ∈ I4 : ỹ(h) < L(y)} and ω̄(δ, y) = sup{ỹ(h)− δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4 \ Ī}.308

We consider two cases.309

Case 1: limδ→∞ ω̄(δ, y) = −∞. Since limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) = L(y) > −∞ and both ω(δ, y) and ω̄(δ, y)310

are nonincreasing functions in δ, there exists a δ̄ ≥ 0 such that ω(δ, y) ≥ L(y) ≥ ω̄(δ, y) + 1 for all311

δ ≥ δ̄. Therefore, for all δ ≥ δ̄, ω(δ, y) = sup{ỹ(h)− δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4} ≥ L(y) > L(y)− 1 ≥312

ω̄(δ, y) = sup{ỹ(h) − δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4 \ Ī}. This strict gap implies that we can drop all313

indices in I4 \ Ī and obtain ω(δ, y) = sup{ỹ(h)− δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ Ī} for all δ ≥ δ̄.314

For every m ∈ N, set δm = δ̄ +m. Since δm ≥ δ̄,315

L(y) ≤ ω(δm) = sup{ỹ(h)− δm
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ Ī} = sup{ỹ(h)− (δ̄ +m)
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ Ī}

and thus, there exists hm ∈ Ī such that L(y) − 1
m < ỹ(hm) − (δ̄ + m)

∑n
k=` |ãk(hm)| ≤ ỹ(hm) −

m
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)|. Since ỹ(h) < L(y) for all h ∈ Ī, we have

L(y)− 1
m < L(y)−m

∑n
k=` |ãk(hm)|

⇒
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| < 1
m2 .

This shows that limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0 which in turn implies that limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 for316

all k = `, . . . , n. By definition of I4,
∑n

j=` |ãk(hm)| > 0 for all hm ∈ Ī ⊆ I4 so we can assume the317

indices hm are all distinct. Also,318

L(y)− 1
m < ỹ(hm)−m

∑n
k=` |ãk(hm)|

⇒ L(y)− 1
m < ỹ(hm).

Since ỹ(hm) < L(y) (because hm ∈ Ī), we get L(y)− 1
m < ỹ(hm) < L(y). And so limm→∞ ỹ(hm) =319

L(y).320

Case 2: limδ→∞ ω̄(δ, y) > −∞. Since ω(δ, y) ≥ ω̄(δ, y) for all δ ≥ 0 and limδ→∞ ω(δ, y) = L(y) <321

∞, we have −∞ < limδ→∞ ω̄(δ, y) ≤ L(y) < ∞. First we show that there exists a sequence of322

indices hm ∈ I4 \ Ī such that ãk(hm) → 0 for all k = `, . . . , n. This is achieved by showing that323

inf{
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4\Ī} = 0. Suppose to the contrary that inf{
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4\Ī} = β >324

0. Since ω̄(δ, y) is nonincreasing and limδ→∞ ω̄(δ, y) <∞, there exists δ̄ ≥ 0 such that ω̄(δ̄, y) <∞.325

Observe that limδ→∞ ω̄(δ, y) = limδ→∞ ω̄(δ̄ + δ, y). Then, for every δ ≥ 0,326

ω̄(δ̄ + δ, y) = sup{ỹ(h)− (δ̄ + δ)
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4 \ Ī}

= sup{ỹ(h)− δ̄
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| − δ
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4 \ Ī}

≤ sup{ỹ(h)− δ̄
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| − δβ : h ∈ I4 \ Ī}

= sup{ỹ(h)− δ̄
n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4 \ Ī} − δβ

= ω̄(δ̄, y)− δβ.
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Therefore, −∞ < limδ→∞ ω̄(δ̄ + δ, y) ≤ limδ→∞(ω̄(δ̄, y)− δβ) = −∞, since β > 0 and ω̄(δ̄, y) <∞.327

This is a contradiction. Thus 0 = β = inf{
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4 \ Ī}. Since
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| > 0 for328

all h ∈ I4, there is a sequence of distinct indices hm ∈ I4 \ Ī such that limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0,329

which in turn implies that limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 for all k = `, . . . , n.330

Now we show there is a subsequence of ỹ(hm) that converges to L(y). Since limδ→∞ ω̄(δ, y) ≤331

L(y), there is a sequence (δp)p∈N such that δp ≥ 0 and ω̄(δp, y) < L(y) + 1
p for all p ∈ N. It was332

shown above that the sequence hm ∈ I4 \ Ī is such that limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0. This implies333

that for every p ∈ N there is an mp ∈ N such that for all m ≥ mp, δp
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| < 1
p . Thus,334

one can extract a subsequence (hmp)p∈N of (hm)m∈N such that δp
∑n

k=` |ãk(hmp)| <
1
p for all p ∈ N.335

Then336

L(y)+
1

p
> ω̄(δp, y) = sup{ỹ(h)−δp

n∑
k=`

|ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4\Ī} ≥ ỹ(hmp)−δp
n∑
k=`

|ãk(hmp)| > ỹ(hmp)−
1

p
.

Recall that hmp ∈ I4\I implies ỹ(hmp) ≥ L(y), and therefore L(y) + 2
p > ỹ(hmp) ≥ L(y). By337

replacing {hm}m∈N by the subsequence {hmp}p∈N, we get ỹ(hmp) as the desired subsequence that338

converges to L(y).339

Hence, there exists a sequence of indices {hm}m∈N in I4 such that ỹ(hm) → L(y) as m → ∞340

and ãk(hm)→ 0 as m→∞ for k = `, . . . , n. Also, ãk(hm) = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , `− 1.341

Although Lemma 3.10 and its proof are very simple (they essentially follow from the definition342

of supremum), we include it in order to be symmetric with Lemma 3.9. Both results are needed343

for Proposition 3.11.344

Lemma 3.10. Suppose y ∈ RI and ỹ = FM(y) with I3 6= ∅. If {ỹ(hm)}m∈N is any convergent345

sequence with indices hm in I3, then limm→∞ ỹ(hm) ≤ S(y). Furthermore, there exists a sequence of346

distinct indices hm in I3 such that limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = S(y) and limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , n.347

Also, if the supremum that defines S(y) is not attained, the sequence of indices can be taken to be348

distinct.349

Proof. By definition of supremum there exists a sequence {hm}m∈N ⊆ I3 such that ỹ(hm) → S(y)350

as m→∞. If the supremum that defines S(y) is attained by ỹ(h0) = S(y) then take hm = h0 for351

all m ∈ N. Otherwise, the elements hm are taken to be distinct. By definition of I3, ã
k(hm) = 0352

for k = 1, . . . , n and for all m ∈ N and so limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0.353

It also follows from the definition of supremum that if {ỹ(hm)}m∈N is any convergent sequence354

with indices hm in I3, then limm→∞ ỹ(hm) ≤ S(y).355

Proposition 3.11. Suppose y ∈ RI , ỹ = FM(y) and OV (y) is finite. Then there exists a356

sequence of indices (not necessarily distinct) hm in H such that limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = OV (y) and357

limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , n. The sequence is contained entirely in I3 or I4. Moreover,358

either if L(y) > S(y), or when L(y) ≤ S(y) and the supremum that defines S(y) is not attained,359

the sequence of indices can be taken to be distinct.360

Proof. By Theorem 3.6, OV (y) = max{S(y), L(y)}. The result is now immediate from Lemmas 3.9361

and 3.10.362

363
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4 Strong duality and dual pricing for a restricted constraint space364

Duality results for SILPs depend crucially on the choice of the constraint space Y. In this section we365

work with the constraint space Y = U where U is defined in (1.3). Recall that the vector space U366

is the minimum vector space of interest since every legitimate dual problem (DSILP(Y )) requires367

the linear functionals defined on Y to operate on a1, . . . , an, b. We show that when Y = U =368

span(a1, . . . , an, b), (SD) and (DP) hold. In particular, we explicitly construct a linear functional369

ψ∗ ∈ U ′+ such that (1.1) and (1.2) hold.370

Theorem 4.1. Consider an instance of (SILP) that is bounded. Then, the dual problem (DSILP(U))371

with U = span(a1, . . . , an, b) is solvable and (SD) holds for the dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(U)). More-372

over, (DSILP(U)) has a unique optimal dual solution.373

Proof. Since (SILP) is bounded, we apply Proposition 3.11 with y = b and extract a subset of374

indices {hm}m∈N of H satisfying b̃(hm) → OV (b) as m → ∞ and ãk(hm) → 0 as m → ∞ for375

k = 1, . . . , n.376

By Lemma 3.4, for all k = 1, . . . , n, FM(ak)(hm) = FM((−ck, ak))(hm) + ck and therefore377

limm→∞ FM(ak)(hm) = limm→∞ FM((−ck, ak))(hm) + ck = limm→∞ ã
k(hm) + ck = ck. Also,378

limm→∞ FM(b) = limm→∞ FM((0, b)) = limm→∞ b̃(hm) = OV (b). Therefore FM(a1), . . . FM(ak),379

FM(b) all lie in the subspace M ⊆ RH defined by380

M := {ỹ ∈ RH : ỹ(hm)m∈N converges }. (4.1)

Define a positive linear functional λ on M by381

λ(ỹ) = lim
m→∞

ỹ(hm). (4.2)

Since FM(a1), . . . FM(ak), FM(b) ∈M we have FM(U) ⊆M and so λ is defined on FM(U).382

Now map λ to a linear functional in U ′ through the adjoint mapping FM
′
. Let ψ∗ = FM

′
(λ). We383

verify that ψ∗ is an optimal solution to (DSILP(Y )) with objective value OV (b).384

It follows from the definition of λ in (4.2) that λ is a positive linear functional. Since FM is a385

positive operator, ψ∗ = FM
′
(λ) = λ ◦FM is a positive linear functional on U . We now check that386

ψ∗ is dual feasible. We showed above that λ(FM(ak)) = ck for all k = 1, . . . , n. Then by definition387

of adjoint388

〈ak, ψ∗〉 = 〈ak, FM ′(λ)〉 = 〈FM(ak), λ〉 = ck.

By a similar argument, 〈b, ψ∗〉 = 〈FM(b), λ〉 = OV (b) so ψ∗ is both feasible and optimal. Note389

that ψ∗ is the unique optimal dual solution since U is the span of a1, . . . , an and b and defining the390

value of ψ∗ for each of these vectors uniquely determines an optimal dual solution. This completes391

the proof.392

Remark 4.2. The above theorem can be contrasted with results in Charnes at el. [6] on how it393

is always possible to reformulate (SILP) to ensure zero duality gap with the finite support dual.394

Our approach works with the original formulation of (SILP) and thus preserves dual information in395

reference to the original system of constraints rather than a reformulation. Indeed, our procedure396

considers an alternate dual rather than the finite support dual. /397
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Theorem 4.3. Consider an instance of (SILP) that is bounded. Then the unique optimal dual398

solution ψ∗ constructed in Theorem 4.1 satisfies (1.2) for all perturbations d ∈ U.399

Proof. By hypothesis (SILP) is bounded. Then by Theorem 4.1 there is an optimal dual solution400

ψ∗ such that ψ∗(b) = OV (b). For now assume (SILP) is also solvable with optimal solution x(b).401

We relax this assumption later.402

We show that for every perturbation d ∈ U , (1.2) holds for the dual solution ψ∗. If d ∈ U403

then d =
∑n

k=1 αka
k + α0b. First assume α0 ≥ −1 and show that ε ∈ [0, 1] is valid in (1.2),404

i.e. ε̂ = 1. Following the logic of Theorem 4.1, there exists a subsequence {hm} in I3 or I4 such405

that ãk(hm) → 0 for k = 1, . . . , n and b̃(hm) → OV (b). Since a linear combination of convergent406

sequences is a convergent sequence the linear functional λ defined in (4.2) is well defined for FM(U),407

and in particular for FM(b+ d). For the projected system (3.3), λ defined in (4.2) is dual feasible408

and gives objective function value409

ψ∗(b+ d) = λ(FM(b+ d)) = (1 + α0)OV (b) +

n∑
k=1

αkck.

Since α0 ≥ −1 and xk(b) for k = 1, . . . , n is a feasible solution to (SILP) we can multiply the410

inequalities that define the feasible region of (SILP) by (1 + α0) and obtain411

(1 + α0)
n∑
k=1

akxk(b) ≥ (1 + α0)b.

Adding
∑n

k=1 αka
k to both sides gives412

(1 + α0)
n∑
k=1

akxk(b) +
n∑
k=1

αka
k ≥ (1 + α0)b+

n∑
k=1

αka
k = b+ d

and this implies that (SILP) with right-hand-side b + d has a primal feasible solution x̂ define as413

follows: x̂k = (1 + α0)xk(b) + αk, for k = 1, . . . , n. This primal solution gives objective function414

value (1 + α0)OV (b) +
∑n

k=1 αkck. By weak duality ψ∗ remains the optimal dual solution for415

right-hand-side b+ d.416

Now consider the case where (SILP) is not solvable. In this case the optimal primal objective417

value is attained as a supremum. In this case there is a sequence {xm(b)} of primal feasible solutions418

whose objective function values converges OV (b).419

Now construct a sequence of feasible solutions {x̂m(b)} using the definition of x̂ above. Then420

a very similar reasoning to the above shows that the sequence {x̂m(b)} converges to the value421

ψ∗(b+ d). Again, by weak duality ψ∗ remains the optimal dual solution for right-hand-side b+ d.422

Now consider the case where α0 < −1. Let ε̂ = −1/α0. We observe that for any ε ∈ [0, ε̂],423

b+εd = (1+εα0)b+
∑n

k=1 εαka
k. Since ε ∈ [0, ε̂], it follows that 1+εα0 ≥ 0. Applying the previous424

logic then gives the result.425

(DSILP(U)) is a very special dual. If there exists a b for which (SILP) is bounded, then (DP)426

holds for the dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(U)) for all d and ε̂ is easily defined. As shown in the proof427

of Theorem 4.3, when d is defined with an α0 ≥ −1, then ε̂ = 1 and when d is defined with an428

α0 < −1, then ε̂ = −1/α0.429
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This is actually a much stronger result than (DP) since the same linear functional ψ∗ is valid430

for every perturbation d. A natural question is when the weaker property (DP) holds in spaces that431

strictly contain U . The problem of allowing perturbations d 6∈ U is that FM(d) may not lie in the432

subspace M defined by (4.1) and therefore the λ defined in (4.2) is not defined for FM(d). Then433

we cannot use the adjoint operator FM
′

to get ψ∗(d). This motivates the development of the next434

section where we want to find the largest possible perturbation space so that (SD) and (DP) hold.435

5 Extending strong duality and dual pricing to larger constraint436

spaces437

The goal of this section is to prove (SD) and (DP) for subspaces Y ⊆ RI that extend U . In438

Proposition 5.1 below we prove that the primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) satisfy (SD) if and439

only if the base dual solution ψ∗ constructed in Theorem 4.1 can be extended to a positive linear440

functional over Y .441

Proposition 5.1. Consider an instance of (SILP) that is bounded and Y a subspace of RI that442

contains U as a subspace. Then dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) satisfies (SD) if and only if the base443

dual solution ψ∗ defined in (1.1) can be extended from U to a positive linear functional over Y .444

Proof. If ψ is an optimal dual solution it must be feasible and thus ψ(ak) = ck for k = 1, . . . , n and445

ψ(b) = OV (b). In other words, ψ(y) = ψ∗(y) for y ∈ U . Thus, ψ is a positive linear extension of446

ψ∗. Conversely, every positive linear extension ψ of ψ∗ is dual feasible and satisfies ψ(b) = OV (b).447

This is because any extension maintains the values of ψ∗ when restricted to U .448

Moreover, we have the following “monotonicity” property of (SD) and (DP).449

Proposition 5.2. Let Y a subspace of RI that contains U as a subspace. Then450

1. if the primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) satisfies (SD), then (SD) holds for every primal451

dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Q)) where Q is a subspace of Y that contains U .452

2. if the primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Y )) satisfies (DP), then (DP) holds for every primal453

dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Q)) where Q is a subspace of Y that contains U .454

Proof. Property (DP) implies property (SD) so in both cases 1. and 2. above (SILP)–(DSILP(Y ))455

satisfies (SD). Then by Proposition 5.1 the base dual solution ψ∗ defined in (1.1) can be extended456

to a positive linear functional ψ̄ over Y . Since Q ⊂ Y, ψ̄ is defined on Q and is an optimal dual457

solution with respect to the space Q since OV (b) = ψ∗(b) = ψ̄(b) and part 1. is proved.458

Now show part 2. Assume there is a d ∈ Q ⊆ Y and b+d is a feasible right-hand-side to (SILP).459

By definition of (DP) there is an ε̂ > 0 such that460

OV (b+ εd) = ψ̄(b+ εd) = OV (b) + εψ̄(d)

holds for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]. But Q ⊂ Y implies ψ̄ is the optimal linear functional with respect to the461

constraint space Q and property (DP) holds.462

Another view of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 is that once properties (SD) or (DP) fail for a constraint463

space Y , then these properties fail for all larger constraint spaces. As the following example464

illustrates, an inability to extend can happen almost immediately as we enlarge the constraint465

space from U.466
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Example 5.3. Consider the (SILP)467

minx1

(1/i)x1 + (1/i)2x2 ≥ (1/i), i ∈ N. (5.1)

The smallest of the `p(N) spaces that contains the columns of (5.1) (and thus U) is Y = `2. Indeed,468

the first column is not in `1 since
∑

i
1
i is not summable. We show (SD) fails to hold under this469

choice of Y = `2. This implies that (DP) fails in `2 and every space that contains `2.470

An optimal primal solution is x1 = 1 and x2 = 0 with optimal solution value 1. This follows471

since (5.1) amounts to the constraint x1 ≥ 1 when taking i→∞. The dual DSILP(`2) is472

sup
∞∑
i=1

ψi
i

s.t.
∞∑
i=1

ψi
i

= 1 (5.2)

∞∑
i=1

ψi
i2

= 0 (5.3)

ψ ∈ (`2)+.

In writing DSILP(`2) we use the fact that (`′2)+ is isomorphic to (`2)+ (see the discussion in473

Section 2). Observe that no nonnegative ψ exists that can satisfy both (5.2) and (5.3). Indeed,474

(5.3) implies ψi = 0 for all i ∈ N. However, this implies that (5.2) cannot be satisfied. Hence,475

DSILP(`2) = −∞ and there is an infinite duality gap. Therefore (SD) fails, immediately implying476

that (DP) fails. /477

Roadmap for extensions. Our goal is to provide a coherent theory of when properties (SD)478

and (DP) hold in spaces larger than U. Our approach is to extend the base dual solution to larger479

spaces using Fourier-Motzkin machinery. We provide a brief intuition for the method, which is480

elaborated on below. First, the Fourier-Motzkin operator FM(y) defined in (3.7) is used to map481

U onto the vector space FM(U). Next a linear functional λ(ỹ) (see (4.2)) is defined over FM(U).482

We aim to extend this linear functional to a larger vector space. Define the set483

Ŷ := {y ∈ Y : −∞ < OV (y) <∞}. (5.4)

Note that Ŷ is the set of “interesting” right hand sides, so it is a natural set to investigate. In a484

subsequent paper based on this work, Zhang [25] works with an alternative set to Ŷ . Extending to485

all of Y beyond Ŷ is unnecessary because these correspond to right hand sides which give infeasible486

or unbounded primals. However, the set Ŷ is not necessarily a vector space, which makes it hard487

to talk of dual solutions acting on this set. If Ŷ is a vector space, then FM(Ŷ ) is also a vector488

space and we show it is valid under the hypotheses of the Hahn-Banach Theorem to extend the489

linear functional λ defined in (4.2) from FM(U) to λ̄ on FM(Ŷ ). Finally, the adjoint FM
′

of the490

Fourier-Motzkin operator FM is used to map the extended linear functional λ̄ to an optimal linear491

functional on Ŷ . Under appropriate conditions detailed below, this allows us to work with constraint492

spaces Ŷ that strictly contain U and still satisfy (SD) and (DP). See Theorems 5.7 and 5.13 for493

careful statements and complete details. Figure 1 may help the reader keep track of the spaces494

involved. We emphasize that in order for (DSILP(Ŷ )) to be well defined, Ŷ must contain U and495

itself be a vector space.496
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FM(Ŷ )
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Ŷ

RI RH

FM(U)

U ′

(RI)′ (RH)′

FM(U)′

λ

λ

Ŷ ′
ψ∗ = FM

′
(λ)

FM
′

FM

FM(Ŷ )′

Figure 1: Illustrating Theorem 5.5.

5.1 Strong duality for extended constraint spaces497

Recall the definition of Ŷ in (5.4). The following lemma is used to show U ⊆ Ŷ in the subsequent498

discussion.499

Lemma 5.4. If −∞ < OV (b) <∞ (equivalently, (SILP) with right-hand-side b is bounded), then500

−∞ < OV (ak) <∞ for all k = 1, . . . , n.501

Proof. If the right-hand-side vector is ak then xk = 1 and xj = 0 for j 6= k for a feasible objective502

value ck. Thus OV (ak) ≤ ck <∞.503

Now show OV (ak) > −∞. Since OV (ak) <∞, by Lemma 3.6, OV (ak) = max{S(ak), L(ak)}. If504

I3 6= ∅ then S(ak) > −∞ which implies OV (ak) > −∞ and we are done. Therefore assume I3 = ∅.505

Then S(b) = −∞. However, by hypothesis −∞ < OV (b) <∞ so by Lemma 3.6506

OV (b) = max{S(b), L(b)} = max{−∞, L(b)},

which implies −∞ < L(b) <∞. Then by Lemma 3.9 there exists a sequence of distinct indices hm in507

I4 such that limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 for all k = `, . . . , n. Note also that ãk(h) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , `−1 and508

h ∈ I4. Let ỹ = FM(ak). Then limm→∞ ã
k(hm) = 0 implies by Lemma 3.4, limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = ck.509

Again by Lemma 3.9, L(ak) ≥ limm→∞ ỹ(hm) = ck.510
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Theorem 5.5. Consider an instance of (SILP) that is bounded. Let Y be a subspace of RI such511

that U ⊂ Y and Ŷ is a vector space. Then the dual problem (DSILP(Ŷ )) is solvable and (SD)512

holds for the primal-dual pair (SILP)–(DSILP(Ŷ )).513

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We use the operator FM514

and consider the linear functional λ defined in (4.2) which was shown to be a linear functional on515

FM(U). By hypothesis, U ⊂ Y and so by Lemma 5.4, U ⊆ Ŷ which implies FM(U) ⊆ FM(Ŷ ).516

Since Ŷ is a vector space, FM(Ŷ ) is a vector space since FM is a linear operator. We use the Hahn-517

Banach theorem to extend λ from FM(U) to FM(Ŷ ). First observe that if FM(y1) = FM(y2) = ỹ,518

then S(y1) = S(y2) and L(y1) = L(y2) because these values only depend on ỹ, and therefore,519

OV (y1) = OV (y2). This means for any ỹ ∈ RH , S,L and OV are constant functions on the affine520

space FM
−1

(ỹ). Since OV (y) < ∞ for all y ∈ Ŷ , by Lemma 3.7, OV is sublinear on Ŷ . We can521

push forward the sublinear function OV on Ŷ by setting p(ỹ) = OV (FM
−1

(ỹ)) (p is sublinear as522

it is the composition of the inverse of a linear function and a sublinear function). Moreover, by523

Lemmas 3.9-3.10 and Theorem 3.6, λ(ỹ) ≤ max{S(y), L(y)} = OV (y) = p(ỹ) for all ỹ ∈ FM(U).524

Then by the Hahn-Banach Theorem there exists an extension of λ on FM(U) to λ̄ on FM(Ŷ ) such525

that526

−p(−ỹ) ≤ λ̄(ỹ) ≤ p(ỹ)

for all ỹ ∈ FM(Ŷ ). We now show λ̄(ỹ) is positive on FM(Ŷ ). If ỹ ≥ 0 then −ỹ ≤ 0 and ω(δ,−ỹ) =527

sup{−ỹ(h) − δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4} ≤ 0 for all δ. Then L(−y) = limδ→∞ ω(δ,−ỹ) ≤ 0 for any528

y such that ỹ = FM(y). Likewise S(−y) = sup{−ỹ(h) : h ∈ I3} ≤ 0. Then S(−y), L(−y) ≤ 0529

implies530

−p(−ỹ) = −OV (−y) = −max{S(−y), L(−y)} = min{−S(−y),−L(−y)} ≥ 0

and −p(−ỹ) ≤ λ̄(ỹ) gives 0 ≤ λ̄(ỹ) on FM(Ŷ ).531

We have shown that λ̄ is a positive linear functional on FM(Ŷ ). It follows that ψ∗ = FM
′
(λ̄)532

is a positive linear functional on Ŷ .533

Now recall that the λ defined in (4.2) in Theorem 4.1 had the property that 〈FM(b), λ〉 = OV (b)534

and 〈FM(ak), λ〉 = ck. By definition of U, ak ∈ U for k = 1, . . . , n and b ∈ U. However, λ̄ is an535

extension of λ from FM(U) to FM(Ŷ ). Therefore, for ψ∗ = FM
′
(λ̄)536

〈ak, ψ∗〉 = 〈ak, FM ′(λ̄)〉 = 〈FM(ak), λ̄〉 = 〈FM(ak), λ〉 = ck

and similarly537

〈b, ψ∗〉 = 〈b, FM ′(λ̄)〉 = 〈FM(b), λ̄〉 = 〈FM(b), λ〉 = OV (b).

Hence ψ∗ is an optimal dual solution to (DSILP(Ŷ )) with optimal value OV (b). This is the optimal538

value of (SILP), so there is no duality gap.539

Remark 5.6. The condition that Ŷ be is a vector space is somewhat restrictive. For instance, Ŷ540

cannot be a vector space if there is a nonzero b̃(h) for h ∈ I1. To observe this, for y ∈ Ŷ we must541

have ỹ(h) ≤ 0 for all h ∈ I1 as a condition of primal feasibility for OV (y) <∞ (see Theorem 6 in542

[4]). However, if ỹ(h) < 0 then −ỹ(h) > 0 and (SILP) with right-hand side −y is infeasible (again543

by Theorem 6 in [4]) and OV (−y) =∞. Hence, −y /∈ Ŷ and Ŷ is not a vector space. /544
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The following result establishes strong duality without reference to Ŷ .545

Theorem 5.7. If FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H) and (SILP) with right-hand-side b is bounded, then (SD)546

holds.547

Proof. Consider the positive linear functional λ defined in (4.2) over the linear subspace M defined548

in (4.1). The core point e = (1, 1, . . . ) of the positive cone of `∞(H) is in M. By the Krein-Rutman549

theorem (see Theorem 6B in [17]), λ extends to a positive linear functional λ̂ over `∞(H). By550

hypothesis, FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H) and so λ̂|FM(Y ) is a positive linear functional over FM(Y ), where551

λ̂|FM(Y ) is the restriction of λ̂ to FM(Y ). By taking the adjoint, this implies ϕ∗ = FM
′
(λ̂|FM(Y ) )552

is a positive linear functional over Y .553

In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we showed that λ(FM(ak)) = ck for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and λ(FM(b)) =554

OV (b). Hence,555

ϕ∗(ak) = 〈ak, FM ′(λ̂|FM(Y ) )〉

= 〈FM(ak), λ̂|FM(Y ) 〉

= λ̂(FM(ak))

= λ(FM(ak))

= ck

where the second equality uses the definition of the adjoint, the third equality uses the fact that556

FM(ak) ∈ FM(Y ) and the fourth equality follows since FM(ak) ⊆M . Thus ϕ∗(b) is dual feasible.557

Similar reasoning shows ϕ∗(b) = OV (b) and this gives strong duality.558

Remark 5.8. Note that determining whether FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H) is independent of the right-hand559

side b in (SILP). Therefore, if this condition is established, strong duality holds for every b where560

(SILP) is bounded. /561

Remark 5.9. Observe that in the case of finite-dimensional linear programming (Y = Rm for562

some positive integer m) then the set H is finite and FM(Y ) is always a subspace of `∞(H)563

(indeed, `∞(H) is all of RH). Theorem 5.7 thus reduces to classical strong duality for bounded564

finite-dimensional linear programs. /565

Remark 5.10. We remark on how to verify the condition that FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H). Since (SILP) has566

n variables, a Fourier-Motzkin multiplier vector has at most 2n nonzero components. Therefore, if567

the constraint space is Y ⊆ `∞(I), and the nonzero components of the multiplier vectors u obtained568

by the Fourier-Motzkin elimination process have a common upper bound N, then we satisfy the569

condition FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H). Checking that the nonzero components of the multiplier vectors570

u obtained by Fourier-Motzkin elimination process have a common upper bound N is verifiable571

through the Fourier-Motzkin procedure. /572

Example 5.11 (Example 5.3, continued). Recall that (SD) fails in Example 5.3. In this case,573

a1, a2, b ∈ Y := `∞ (indeed in `2) however the condition FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H) fails since the Fourier-574

Motzkin multiplier vectors are (1, 0, . . . , 0, i, 0, . . .) for all i ∈ N and FM(−e) 6∈ `∞(H) for e =575

(1, 1, . . .) but −e ∈ Y. /576
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5.2 An Example where (SD) holds but (DP) fails577

In Example 3.2 we illustrate a case where (SD) holds but (DP) fails. In the following subsection578

we provide sufficient conditions that guarantee when (DP) holds. The smallest of the standard579

constraint spaces that contains the columns and right-hand-side of (3.4) is c. To see this note that580

the first column in the sequence, (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, . . . ), is not an element of `p (for 1 ≤ p < ∞) and is581

also not contained in c0. It is easy to check that the columns and the right hand side lie in c. We582

show that (SD) holds with (DSILP(c)) but (DP) fails. Then, by Proposition 5.2, (DP) fails for any583

sequence space that contains c, including `∞.584

Our analysis uses the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure. We first show that (SD) holds.585

The components of the Fourier-Motzkin multipliers (which can be read off the right side of (3.5))586

have an upper bound of 1. By Remark 5.10 the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7 hold and we have (SD).587

We now show that (DP) fails. We do this by showing that there is a unique optimal dual588

solution (Claim 1) and that (DP) fails for this unique solution (Claim 2).589

Claim 1. The limit functional ψ0⊕1 (using the notation set for dual linear functionals over c590

introduced in Section 2) is the unique dual optimal solution to (DSILP(c)).591

Recall that every positive dual solution in c has the form ψw⊕r where w ∈ `1+ and r ∈ R and592

ψw⊕r(y) =
∑∞

i=1wiyi + ry∞ for every convergent sequence y with limit y∞. The constraints to593

(DSILP(c)) are written as follows594

ψw⊕r(a
1) = 1, ψw⊕r(a

2) = 0, ψw⊕r(a
3) = 0.

This implies the following about w and r for dual feasibility595

w1 + w4 +

∞∑
i=5

wi + ra1
∞ = 1

−w2 + w4 −
∞∑
i=5

wi
i

+ ra2
∞ = 0

−w3 −
∞∑
i=5

wi
i2

+ ra3
∞ = 0,

which simplifies to596

w4 = 1− w1 −
∞∑
i=5

wi − r (5.5)

w4 = w2 +

∞∑
i=5

wi
i

(5.6)

0 = w3 +

∞∑
i=5

wi
i2

(5.7)

by noting a1
∞ = 1 and a2

∞ = a3
∞ = 0. The dual objective value for a feasible ψw⊕r is597

ψw⊕r(b) = −w1 − w2 − w3
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since b∞ = 0.598

Since w = 0 and r = 1 satisfies (5.5)–(5.7) with an objective value of 0, ψ0⊕1 is feasible. Now599

consider an arbitrary dual solution ψw⊕r. If any one of w1, w2, w3 > 0 then ψw⊕r(b) < 0 (recall that600

w ≥ 0) and so ψw⊕r is not dual optimal since ψ0⊕1 yields a greater objective value. This means601

we can take w1 = w2 = w3 = 0 in any optimal dual solution. Combined with (5.7) this implies602 ∑∞
i=5

wi
i2

= 0. Since wi ≥ 0 this implies wi = 0 for i = 5, 6, . . . . From (5.6) this implies w4 = 0.603

Thus, in every dual optimal solution w = 0 and (5.5) implies r = 1. Therefore the limit functional604

ψ0⊕1 is the unique optimal dual solution, establishing the claim. †605

The limit functional is an optimal dual solution with an objective value of 0 which is also the606

optimal primal value since (SD) holds. Next we argue that (DP) fails. Since the limit functional607

is the unique optimal dual solution, it is the only allowable ψ∗ in (1.2). This observation makes608

it easy to verify that (DP) fails. We show that (1.2) fails for ψ0⊕1 and d = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . ). This609

perturbation vector d leaves the problem unchanged except for fourth constraint, which becomes610

x1 + x2 ≥ ε.611

Claim 2. For all sufficiently small ε > 0, the primal problem with the new right-hand-side612

vector b+εd for d = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . ) is feasible and has a primal objective function value OV (b+εd)613

strictly greater than zero.614

To establish feasibility, observe that d only changes the right-hand side vector in its fourth615

component from 0 to ε. In (3.5) this amounts to changing the right-hand side of the second616

constraint to −1 + ε and the third set of constraints to −1
i(1+i) + ε

1+i for i = 5, 6, . . . . Then, there617

remains a feasible choice for z in (3.5) for any choice of ε (for instance, z ≥ |ε| suffices). Then by618

Remark 3.1 we know the original problem (3.4) is also feasible for any choice of ε.619

Turning to the value of the primal objective function, the third set of constraints in (3.5) is now620

z ≥ −1

i(1 + i)
+

ε

(1 + i)
=

1

(1 + i)

(
ε− 1

i

)
, i = 5, 6, . . .

Let ε = 1/N for a positive integer N ≥ 3. Define î = 2/ε = 2N . Then constraint î is621

z ≥ 1

(2
ε + 1)

(
ε− 1

2
ε

)
=

1

(2
ε + 1)

( ε
2

)
> 0.

This constraint is a lower bound on the objective value of the primal and this implies that OV (b+622

1
N d) ≥ 1

( 2
ε
+1)

(
ε
2

)
> 0. This establishes the claim. †623

To show (1.2) does not hold, observe d has finite support so that the limit functional evaluates624

d to zero. That is, ψ0⊕1(d) = 0. This implies that for all sufficiently small ε,625

OV (b) + εψ0⊕1(d) = 0 < OV (b+ εd),

where the inequality follows by Claim 2. Hence, there does not exist an ε̂ > 0 such that (1.2) holds626

for ψ∗ = ψ0⊕1 and d = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . ). This implies that (DP) fails.627

5.3 Dual pricing in extended constraint spaces628

The fact that (DP) fails for this example is intuitive. The structure of the primal is such that the629

only dual solution corresponds to the limit functional. However, the value of the limit functional630
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is unchanged by perturbations to a finite number of constraints. Since the primal optimal value631

changes under finite support perturbations, this implies that the limit functional cannot correctly632

“price” finite support perturbations.633

Despite the existence of many sufficient conditions for (SD) in the literature, to our knowl-634

edge sufficient conditions to ensure (DP) for semi-infinite programming have only recently been635

considered for the finite support dual (FDSILP) (see Goberna and López [13] for a summary of636

these results). We contrast our results with those in Goberna and López [13] following the proof of637

Theorem 5.13. Our sufficient conditions for (DP), based on the output (3.3) of the Fourier-Motzkin638

elimination procedure, are639

DP.1 If I3 6= ∅ and HS := {{hm}m∈N ⊆ I3 : lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N < S(b)} then640

sup{lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N : {hm}m∈N ∈ HS} < S(b).

DP.2 If I4 6= ∅ and641

HL := {{hm}m∈N ⊆ I4 : lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N < L(b) and lim
m→∞

n∑
k=`

|ãk(hm)| = 0}

then642

sup{lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N : {hm}m∈N ∈ HL} < L(b).

By Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10, subsequences {b̃(h)} with the indices h in I3 or I4 are bounded643

above by S(b) and L(b), respectively, and in the case of L(b), ãk(h) → 0 for all k = 1, . . . , n.644

Conditions DP.1-DP.2 require that limit values of these subsequences that do not achieve S(b) or645

L(b) (depending on whether the sequence is in I3 or I4, respectively) do not become arbitrarily646

close to S(b) or L(b).647

Remark 5.12. In the case of Condition DP.1, given h ∈ I3 we may take hm = h for all m ∈ N648

and then lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N = b̃(h). Then Condition DP.1 becomes sup{b̃(h) : h ∈ I3 and b̃(h) <649

S(b)} < S(b) when I3 6= ∅. This condition can only hold if the supremum of the b̃(h) is achieved650

over I3. A similar conclusion does not hold for DP.2. In this case {hm}m∈N cannot be a sequence651

of identical indices if limm→∞
∑n

k=` |ak(hm)| = 0 since
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| 6= 0 for all hm ∈ I4. /652

The proof of the following theorem uses three technical lemmas (Lemmas A.1–A.3) found in653

the appendix.654

Theorem 5.13. Consider an instance of (SILP) that is bounded for right-hand-side b. Suppose655

the constraint space Y for (SILP) is such that FM(Y ) ⊆ `∞(H) and Conditions DP.1 and DP.2656

hold. Then property (DP) holds for (SILP).657

Proof. Assume d ∈ Y is a perturbation vector such that b+ d is feasible. We show there exists an658

optimal dual solution ψ∗ to (DSILP(Y )) and an ε̂ > 0 such that659

OV (b+ εd) = ψ∗(b+ εd) = OV (b) + εψ∗(d)

for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]. There are several cases to consider.660
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Case 1: L(b) > S(b). By hypothesis FM(d) = d̃ ∈ `∞(H) and this implies suph∈I3 |d̃(h)| < ∞.661

Thus, S(d) <∞. Then L(b) > S(b) implies there exists an ε1 > 0 such that L(b) > S(b)+ εS(d) for662

all ε ∈ [0, ε1]. However, by Lemma 3.7, S(y) is a sublinear function of y so S(b)+ εS(d) ≥ S(b+ εd).663

Define β := minε∈[0,ε1] L(b) − S(b + εd) ≥ minε∈[0,ε1] L(b) − S(b) − εS(d). Since the function664

L(b) − S(b) − εS(d) is linear and it is strictly positive at the end points of [0, ε1], this implies665

β > 0.666

Again, d̃ ∈ `∞(H) implies the existence of ε2 > 0 such that ε2 suph∈I4 |d̃(h)| < β/2. Let667

ε3 = min{ε1, ε2}. Then for all ε ∈ [0, ε3]668

L(b+ εd) = limδ→∞ sup{b̃(h) + εd̃(h)− δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}
≥ limδ→∞ sup{b̃(h)− β

2 − δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}
= limδ→∞ sup{b̃(h)− δ

∑n
k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4} − β

2

= L(b)− β
2

> S(b+ εd).

A similar argument gives L(b+ εd) < L(b) + β
2 so L(b+ εd) <∞.669

By hypothesis (SILP) is feasible so by Theorem 3.6, OV (b) = max{S(b), L(b)}. Then L(b) >670

S(b) implies L(b) > −∞. Thus −∞ < L(b), L(b + ε3d) < ∞. Thus, the hypotheses of Lemma A.2671

hold. Now apply Lemma A.2 and observe there is a ε̂ which we can take to be less than ε3 and a672

sequence {hm}m∈N ⊆ I4 such that for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]673

b̃(hm)→ L(b), d̃ε(hm)→ L(b+ εd), and
n∑
k=`

|ãk(hm)| → 0,

where d̃ε = FM(b+ εd).674

We have also shown for all ε ∈ [0, ε3], L(b+ εd) > S(b+ εd). Then by Theorem 3.6 OV (b+ εd) =675

L(b+ εd). Using the sequence {hm}m∈N ⊆ I4 define the linear functional λ as in (4.2). Then extend676

this linear functional as in Theorem 5.7 and use the adjoint of the FM operator to get the linear677

functional ψ∗ with the property that OV (b+ εd) = ψ∗(b+ εd) for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂].678

Case 2: S(b) > L(b). This case follows the same proof technique as in the L(b) > S(b) case but679

invoke Lemma A.3 instead of Lemma A.2.680

Case 3: S(b) = L(b). By Lemma A.2 there exists ε̂L > 0 and a sequence {hm}m∈N ⊆ I4 such that681

for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂L]682

d̃ε(hm)→ L(b+ εd), and

n∑
k=`

|ãk(hm)| → 0,

where d̃ε = FM(b+ εd).683

Likewise, by Lemma A.3 there exists ε̂S > 0 and a sequence {gm}m∈N ⊆ I3 such that for all684

ε ∈ [0, ε̂S ]685

d̃ε(gm)→ S(b+ εd)

where d̃ε = FM(b+ εd).686

Now let ε̂ = min{ε̂L, ε̂S}. By Lemma A.1, for all ε ∈ (0, ε̂], S(b + εd) and L(b + εd) are the687

same convex combinations of S(b), S(b+ ε̂d) and L(b), L(b+ ε̂d) respectively. There are now three688
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possibilities. First, if S(b + ε̂d) = L(b + ε̂d) then S(b + εd) = L(b + εd) for all ε ∈ (0, ε̂] and689

we have alternative optimal dual linear functionals generated from the {gm} and {hm} sequences.690

Second, if S(b + ε̂d) > L(b + ε̂d) then S(b + εd) > L(b + εd) for all ε ∈ (0, ε̂] and the dual691

linear functional generated from the {gm} sequence will satisfy the dual pricing property. Third,692

if S(b+ ε̂d) < L(b+ ε̂d) then S(b+ εd) < L(b+ εd) for all ε ∈ (0, ε̂] and the dual linear functional693

generated from the {hm} sequence will satisfy the dual pricing property.694

The following two examples illustrate that neither of DP.1 nor DP.2 are redundant conditions.695

Example 5.14 (Example 3.2). Example 3.2 did not have the (DP) property. Recall for this696

example that OV (b) = S(b) = 0. Consider the projected system (3.5). Condition DP.2 is satisfied697

vacuously since I4 = ∅. However, Condition DP.1 does not hold because −1/i(1 + i) < 0 = S(b),698

for i = 5, 6, . . . , but the supremum over all i is zero. That is, sup{b̃(h) : h ∈ I3 and b̃(h) < 0} =699

0 = S(b). See the comments in Remark 5.12. /700

Example 5.15. Consider the following (SILP)701

inf x1

x1 +
1

m+ n
x2 ≥ − 1

n2
, (m,n) ∈ I (5.8)

whose constraints are indexed by I = {(m,n) : (m,n) ∈ N×N}. Putting into standard form gives702

inf z

z − x1 ≥ 0

x1 +
1

m+ n
x2 ≥ − 1

n2
, (m,n) ∈ I.

Apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination, observe H = I4 = I, and obtain703

inf z

z +
1

m+ n
x2 ≥ − 1

n2
, (m,n) ∈ I4.

In this case I3 = ∅ so DP.1 holds vacuously. We show that DP.2 fails to hold for this example and704

that property (DP) does not hold.705

In our notation, for an arbitrary but fixed n̄ ∈ N, there are subsequences706

{b̃(m, n̄)}m∈N = {− 1

n̄2
}m∈N → −

1

n̄2
, {ã(m, n̄)}m∈N = { 1

m+ n̄
}m∈N → 0.

Likewise, for an arbitrary but fixed m̄ ∈ N, there are subsequences707

{b̃(m̄, n)}n∈N = {− 1

n2
}n∈N → 0, {ã(m̄, n)}n∈N = { 1

m̄+ n
}n∈N → 0.

Claim 1: An optimal primal solution is x1 = x2 = 0 with optimal value z = 0. Observe that708

x1 = x2 = 0 is a primal feasible solution with objective function value 0 since the right-hand-side709

vector is negative. Now we argue that the optimal objective value cannot be negative. If x is a710

primal feasible solution, then (5.8) implies that x1 + x2
n+1 ≥ −

1
n2 for all n ∈ N. Taking n → ∞711
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implies x1 ≥ 0. Hence, the optimal value z ≥ 0. Since x1 = x2 = 0 is feasible and has optimal712

value 0 then it must be an optimal solution and OV (b) = 0. †713

We consider perturbation vector d(m,n) = d̃(m,n) = 1
n for all (m,n) ∈ I4.714

Claim 2: For all n ∈ N, L(b+ 2
nd) = (2/n)2

4 = 1
n2 . For a fixed n̂ ∈ N, consider the subsequence715

{m, n̂}m∈N of I4 where716

{b̃(m, n̂) +
2

n̂
d̃(m, n̂)}m∈N = {− 1

n̂2
+

2

n̂

1

n̂
}m∈N = { 1

n̂2
}m∈N.

Then since {(m, n̂)} ∈ I4 for all m ∈ N, 1
m+n̂ → 0 as m→∞, by Lemma 3.9, L(b+ 2

n̂d) ≥ 1
n̂2 . Now717

show this is an equality by showing it is the best possible limit value of any sequence.718

The maximum value of {b̃(m,n) + 2
n̂ d̃(m,n)}(m,n)∈N×N is given by719

max
n

(
− 1

n2
+

2

n̂n

)
,

which, using simple Calculus, is achieved for n = n̂. This shows that b̃(m,n) + 2
n̂ d̃(m,n) ≤ 1

n̂2 for720

all (m,n) ∈ N × N. From Lemma 3.9, L(b + 2
n̂d) is the limit of some subsequence of elements in721

{b̃(m,n) + 2
n̂ d̃(m,n)}(m,n)∈N×N. Since each element is less than 1

n̂2 , L(b + 2
n̂d) ≤ 1

n̂2 . This implies722

that L(b+ 2
n̂d) = 1

n̂2 .723

Claim 3: For this perturbation vector d, there is no dual solution ψ and an ε̂ > 0 such that724

OV (b+ εd) = L(b+ εd) = ψ(b+ εd)

for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]. Assume such a ψ and ε̂ > 0 exist. Consider any n̂ such that 2
n̂ < ε̂. By Claim 2,725

L(b+ 2
n̂d) = 1

n̂2 , but by the linearity of ψ, ψ(b+ 2
n̂d) = ψ(b) + 2

n̂ψ(d). Then L(b+ 2
n̂d) = ψ(b+ 2

n̂d)726

implies 1
n̂2 = ψ(b) + 2

n̂ψ(d) for all n̂ such that 2
n̂ < ε̂. By Claim 1, L(b) = 0 so ψ(b) = 0. Then727

1
n̂ = 2ψ(d) for all n̂ such that 2

n̂ < ε̂. However ψ(d) is a fixed number and cannot vary with n̂. This728

is a contradiction and (DP) fails. /729

In [10], Goberna et al. give sufficient conditions for a dual pricing property for the pair (SILP)–730

(FDSILP). They use the notation731

T (x) := {i ∈ I :
n∑
k=1

ak(i)x = b(i)} and

A(x) := cone{(a1(i), . . . , ak(i)) : i ∈ T (x)}.

Their main results for right-hand-side sensitivity analysis appear as Theorem 4 in [10] and again732

as Theorem 4.2.1 in [13]. In this theorem a key hypothesis (hypothesis (i.a) in the statement733

of Theorem 4 in [10]) is that c ∈ A(x∗) where x∗ is a feasible solution to (SILP). We show in734

Theorem 5.16 below that in our terminology (i.a) implies S(b) ≥ L(b) and both primal and dual735

solvability.736

Theorem 5.16. If (SILP) has a feasible solution x∗ and c ∈ A(x∗) then: (i) S(b) ≥ L(b), (ii)737

S(b) = suph∈I3{b̃(h)} is realized, and (iii) x∗ is an optimal primal solution.738
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Proof. If c ∈ A(x∗) then there exists v̄ ≥ 0 with finite support contained in T (x∗) such that739 ∑
i∈I v̄(i)ak(i) = ck for k = 1, . . . , n. By hypothesis, x∗ is a feasible solution to (SILP) and it740

follows from Theorem 6 in Basu et al. [4] that b̃(h) ≤ 0 for all h ∈ I1. Then by Lemma 5 in the741

same paper there exists h̄ ∈ I3 such that b̃(h̄) ≥
∑

i∈I v̄(i)b(i). More importantly, the support of h̄742

is a subset of the support of v̄. Then the support of h̄ is contained in T (x∗) since v̄i > 0 implies743

i ∈ T (x∗). Then for this h̄, vh̄(i) > 0 for only those i ∈ I for which constraint i is tight. Then we744

aggregate the tight constraints in (3.1)-(3.2) associated with the support of h̄ and observe745

z =

n∑
k=1

ckx
∗
k =

∑
i∈I

vh̄(i)b(i) = b̃(h̄). (5.9)

It follows from (5.9) that x∗ is an optimal primal solution and vh̄ is an optimal dual solution and746

(i)-(iii) follow.747

The following example satisfies (DP) but (iii) of Theorem 5.16 fails to hold since the primal is748

not solvable.749

Example 5.17 (Example 3.5 in [3]). Consider the (SILP)750

inf x1

x1 + 1
i2
x2 ≥ 2

i , i ∈ N. (5.10)

with constraint space taken to be `∞. We show that this problem is not solvable. From (5.10)751

observe that x1 > 0 for all feasible solutions and so OV (b) ≥ 0. However, since (( 1
n , n))n∈N is752

a sequence of feasible solutions to (5.10) whose objective value approaches 0 as n → ∞ we have753

OV (b) ≤ 0 and so OV (b) = 0. However, since x1 > 0 for all feasible solutions, the optimal objective754

value cannot be attained and so the problem is not solvable.755

Next we show that (DP) holds. We apply the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure by putting756

(5.10) into standard form to yield757

z − x1 ≥ 0
x1 + 1

i2
x2 ≥ 2

i , i ∈ N.

Eliminating x1 gives the projected system:758

z + 1
i2
x2 ≥ 2

i , i ∈ N.

Observe that H = N = I4. DP.1 holds vacuously since I3 = ∅. Recall that L(b) = limδ→∞ ω(δ, b)759

where ω(δ, b) = supi∈N
{

2
i −

1
i2
δ
}
≤ 1

δ , where the inequality was shown in [3]. Also, for a fixed760

δ ≥ 0, supi∈N
{

2
i −

1
i2
δ
}
≥ 0 and so ω(δ, b) ≥ 0 for all δ ≥ 0. Hence, 0 ≤ L(b) = limδ→∞ ω(δ, b) ≤761

limδ→∞
1
δ = 0. This implies L(b) = 0. Thus, DP.2 holds vacuously since L(b) = 0 and ˜b(h) > 0 for762

all h ∈ I4.763

Observe also that the FM linear operator maps `∞({0} ∪ N) into `∞(N). To see that this is764

the case observe that all of the multiplier vectors have exactly two nonzero components and both765

components are +1. Thus, applying the FM operator to any vector in `∞({0}∪N) produces another766

vector in `∞(N) since adding any two bounded components produces bounded components. Hence767

we can apply Theorem 5.13 to conclude (5.10) satisfies (DP). /768
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6 Conclusion769

This paper explores important duality properties of semi-infinite linear programs over a spectrum of770

constraint and dual spaces. Our flexibility to different choices of constraint spaces provides insight771

into how properties of a problem can change when considering different spaces for perturbations.772

In particular, we show that every SILP satisfies (SD) and (DP) in a very restricted constraint space773

U and provide sufficient conditions for when (SD) and (DP) hold in larger spaces.774

The ability to perform sensitivity analysis is critical for any practical implementation of a semi-775

infinite linear program because of the uncertainty in data in real life problems. However, there is776

another common use of (DP). In finite linear programming optimal dual solutions correspond to777

“shadow prices” with economic meaning regarding the marginal value of each individual resource.778

These marginal values can help govern investment and planning decisions.779

The use of dual solutions as shadow prices poses difficulties in the case of semi-infinite pro-780

gramming. Indeed, it is not difficult to show Example 5.17 has a unique optimal dual solution over781

the constraint space c – namely, the limit functional ψ0⊕1 (the argument for why this is the case is782

similar to that of Example 3.2 in Section 5.2 and thus omitted). Since (DP) holds in Example 5.17783

this means there is an optimal dual solution that satisfies (1.2) for every feasible perturbation. This784

is a desirable result. However, interpreting the limit functional as assigning a “shadow price” in785

the standard way is problematic. Under the limit functional the marginal value for each individual786

resource (and indeed any finite bundle of resources) is zero, but infinite bundles of resources may787

have positive marginal value. This makes it difficult to interpret this dual solution as assigning788

economically meaningful shadow prices to individual constraints.789

In a future work we aim to uncover the mechanism by which such undesirable dual solutions790

arise and explore ways to avoid such complications. This direction draws inspiration from earlier791

work by Ponstein [23] on countably infinite linear programs.792
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A Appendix852

This appendix contains three technical lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 5.13.853

Lemma A.1. Let b1, b2 ∈ RI such that OV (b1) <∞, OV (b2) <∞ and denote b̃1 = FM(b1) and
b̃2 = FM(b2). Suppose {hm}m∈N is a sequence in I4 such that limm→∞ b̃

j(hm) = L(bj) for j = 1, 2
and limm→∞

∑n
k=` |ãk(hm)| → 0. Then for every λ ∈ [0, 1], bλ := λb1 + (1− λ)b2 has the property

that
lim
m→∞

b̃λ(hm) = L(bλ) = λL(b1) + (1− λ)L(b2),

where b̃λ = FM(bλ).854

Moreover, suppose {hm}m∈N is a sequence in I3 such that limm→∞ b̃
j(hm) = S(bj) for j = 1, 2.

Then for every λ ∈ [0, 1], bλ := λb1 + (1− λ)b2 has the property that

lim
m→∞

b̃λ(hm) = S(bλ) = λS(b1) + (1− λ)S(b2),

where b̃λ = FM(bλ).855

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 L is sublinear and therefore convex which implies856

L(bλ) ≤ λL(b1) + (1− λ)L(b2)

= λ limm→∞ b̃
1(hm) + (1− λ) limm→∞ b̃

2(hm)

= limm→∞(λb̃1(hm) + (1− λ)b̃2(hm))
≤ L(λb1 + (1− λ)b2)
= L(bλ),

where the second inequality follows from Lemma 3.9.857

Thus, all the inequalities in the above are actually equalities. In particular, limm→∞(λb̃1(hm)+858

(1 − λ)b2(hm)) = L(bλ) = λL(b1) + (1 − λ)L(b2). Since FM is a linear operator, FM(bλ) =859

λFM(b1) + (1 − λ)FM(b2) and so b̃λ(hm) = λb̃1(hm) + (1 − λ)b2(hm) for all m ∈ N. Hence,860

limm→∞ b̃λ(hm) = limm→∞(λb̃1(hm) + (1− λ)b2(hm)) = L(bλ).861

For the second part of the result concerning S, completely analogous reasoning (except now862

{hm} is a sequence in I3 instead of I4 and we use Lemma 3.10 instead of Lemma 3.9) shows863

limm→∞ b̃λ(hm) = S(bλ).864

Lemma A.2. Let b, d ∈ `∞(I) such that OV (b) <∞, OV (d) <∞ and −∞ < L(b), L(b+ d) <∞.865

Assume DP.2 and that FM(`∞(I)) ⊆ `∞(H). Then there exists ε̂ > 0 and a sequence {hm}m∈N ⊆866

I4 such that for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]:867

d̃ε(hm)→ L(b+ εd) and

n∑
k=`

|ãk(hm)| → 0,

where d̃ε := FM(b+ εd).868

Proof. Define869

α := L(b)− sup{lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N : {hm}m∈N ∈ HL}.
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By hypothesis, −∞ < L(b) < ∞ so I4 is not empty and then by assumption DP.2 α is a positive870

real number.871

1. Since d̃ = FM(d) ∈ `∞(H) there exists ε̂ > 0 such that

ε̂ sup
h∈I4
|d̃(h)| < α

3
.

2. Claim: L(b)− α
3 ≤ L(b+ ε̂d) ≤ L(b) + α

3 . Proof:872

L(b+ ε̂d) = limδ→∞ sup{b̃(h) + ε̂d̃(h)− δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}
≥ limδ→∞ sup{b̃(h)− α

3 − δ
∑n

k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4}
= limδ→∞ sup{b̃(h)− δ

∑n
k=` |ãk(h)| : h ∈ I4} − α

3
= L(b)− α

3 .

(A.1)

Similarly, one can show L(b+ ε̂d) ≤ L(b) + α
3 .873

3. Consider FM(b+ε̂d) = FM(b)+ε̂FM(d) = b̃+ε̂d̃. By Claim 2, L(b+ε̂d) is finite. By Lemma 3.9,874

there exists a sequence {h′m} such that b̃(h′m) + ε̂d̃(h′m)→ L(b+ ε̂d) and
∑n

k=` |ãk(h′m)| → 0.875

4. Claim: lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N = L(b). Proof: first show lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N ≤ L(b). If

lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N > L(b)

then there is subsequence of indices {h′′}m∈N from {h′}m∈N such that limm→∞ b̃(h
′′
m) > L(b). But876 ∑n

k=` |ãk(h′m)| → 0 so
∑n

k=` |ãk(h′′m)| → 0. This directly contradicts Lemma 3.9 so we conclude877

lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N ≤ L(b).878

Since lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N ≤ L(b) it suffices to show lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N = L(b) by showing879

lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N cannot be strictly less than L(b). From Step 3. above, we know {b̃(h′m) +880

ε̂d̃(h′m)}m∈N is a sequence that converges to L(b+ ε̂d). This implies881

L(b+ ε̂d) = lim
m→∞

(b̃(h′m) + ε̂d̃(h′m)) (A.2)

= lim sup{b̃(h′m) + ε̂d̃(h′m)}m∈N (A.3)

≤ lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈M + lim sup{ε̂d̃(h′m)}m∈N (A.4)

< lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈M +
α

3
. (A.5)

If lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N < L(b), then by definition of α,882

lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N ≤ L(b)− α.

Then from (A.2)-(A.5)883

L(b+ ε̂d) < lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈M +
α

3
≤ L(b)− α+

α

3
= L(b)− 2

3
α,

which cannot happen since from Step 2, L(b+ε̂d) ≥ L(b)−α
3 > L(b)−2

3α. Therefore lim sup{b̃(h′m)}m∈N =884

L(b). Then by Lemma 3.9 there is subsequence of indices {h′′}m∈N from {h′}m∈N such that885

b̃(h′′m)→ L(b) and∑n
k=` |ãk(h′′m)| → 0
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and from Claim 3 since {h′′}m∈N is a subsequence from {h′}m∈N886

b̃(h′′m) + ε̂d̃(h′′m)→ L(b+ ε̂d) and∑n
k=` |ãk(h′′m)| → 0.

5. Claim:887

b̃(h′′m) + εd̃(h′′m)→ L(b+ εd) and∑n
k=` |ãk(h′′m)| → 0.

holds for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]. Proof: this is because for every ε ∈ [0, ε̂], b+εd is a convex combination of the888

sequences b and b+ ε̂d. The claim follows by applying Lemma A.1 with b1 = b and b2 = b+ ε̂d.889

Lemma A.3 is an analogous result for sequences in I3 converging to S(b).890

Lemma A.3. Let b, d ∈ `∞(I) such that OV (b) <∞, OV (d) <∞ and −∞ < S(b), S(b+ d) <∞.891

Assume DP.1 and FM(`∞(I)) ⊆ `∞(H). Then there exists ε̂ > 0 and a sequence {hm}m∈N ⊆ I3892

such that for all ε ∈ [0, ε̂]:893

d̃ε(hm)→ S(b+ εd),

where d̃ε := FM(b+ εd).894

Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma A.2. Replace L with S, I4 with I3, and redefine α as895

α := S(b)− sup{lim sup{b̃(hm)}m∈N : {hm}m∈N ∈ HS}.

By hypothesis, −∞ < S(b) < ∞ so I3 is not empty and then by assumption DP.1, α is a positive896

real number. The result follows from DP.1 and noting
∑n

k=` |ãk(hm)| = 0 for all sequences {hm}897

in I3.898
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